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PLANNING OF EIGHT FLOORS PARKING STRUCTURE 

WITH INTERMEDIATE MOMENT RESISTING FRAME (IMRF)  

IN SURAKARTA 

 

Abstrak 

Kemacetan adalah situasi atau keadaan yang tersendat atau gangguan lalu lintas yang 

disebabkan oleh banyaknya kendaraan yang melebihi kapasitas jalan. Kemacetan terjadi di 

kota-kota besar, seperti Surakarta, yang merupakan salah satu kota besar di Jawa, terutama di 

daerah Beteng sebagai pusat perdagangan. Ada banyak kendaraan di tempat parkir yang tidak 

memadai, sehingga tempat parkir dialihkan di jalan. Ini menjadi masalah ketika Kereta Batara 

Kresna lewat. Maka, untuk mengembalikan jalan ke fungsinya di kawasan Beteng, 

direncanakan dibangun parkir delapan lantai dengan metode Sistem Rangka Pemikul Momen 

Menengah (SRPMM). Ada beberapa hal yang harus dipertimbangkan dalam perencanaan 

struktur bangunan termasuk aspek kualitas,  arsitektur, ekonomi, dan keamanan. Perencanaan 

bangunan parkir mengacu pada Pedoman Teknis Penyelenggaraan Fasilitas Parkir (DRJD 

1996), Standar Nasional Indonesia (SNI), yaitu SNI-2847:2013 (Persyaratan untuk Struktur 

Bangunan Beton) dan SNI-1726:2002 (Prosedur Perencanaan Ketahanan Gempa untuk 

Struktur Bangunan dan Non-Bangunan). Perencanaan bangunan meliputi struktur utama 

(struktur kolom, balok, dan stuktur dasar), struktur atap dan struktur pelat (pelat atap, pelat 

lantai, pelat lantai dasar dan tangga). Lokasi lahan rmasuk kategori klasifikasi SD (tanah 

sedang),dengan nilai SDS diperoleh  0,602g dan SD1 diperoleh 0,372g, faktor modifikasi 

respons (R) 5, metode analisis beban gempa menggunakan statik equivalen. Kualitas beton 

yang digunakan fc' 30 MPa, dan kualitas tulangan baja polos fy 240 MPa dan tulangan ulir fy 

400 MPa. Ketebalan pelat lantai adalah 15 cm dari lantai 1 hingga lantai 7, 12 cm untuk atap, 

dan 20 cm untuk lantai dasar. Dimensi awal struktur balok dan ramp adalah 600/300 dan 

dimensi awal balok anak adalah 500/250 mm. Sedangkan untuk dimensi awal kolom adalah 

800/800 mm. struktur dasar direncanakan memakai pondasi tiang pancang dengan kedalaman 

9 m. 

Kata Kunci: perencanaan gedung, sistem rangka pemikul momen menengah, struktur parkir. 

Abstract 

Congestion is a situation or circumstance stagnated or even interruption of traffic caused by 

the large number of vehicles exceeding the capacity of the road. Congestion happens in the big 

cities, belongs to Surakarta, which is one of the big city in Java, especially in Beteng area as a 

trading center. There are many vehicles in the parking lot that were not sufficient, so the 

parking lot is diverted on the street. It becomes a problem when the Batara Kresna Train passes. 

So, to return the road to its function in the Beteng area planned building parking eight floors 

with Intermediate Moment Resisting Frame (IMRF) method. There are some things that should 

be considered in planning a building structure including quality aspects, architectural, 

economic and safety. The planning parking building refers to the Technical guidelines for 

organizing parking facilities (DRJD 1996), Indonesian regulatory standards (SNI), is in SNI-

2847:2013 (Requirements for Structural Concrete Building) and SNI-1726:2002 (Earthquake 

Resilience Planning Procedures for Building Structures and Non-Building). The building plan 
includes the main structure (beam, column, and base structure), roof structure and slabs 

structure (roof slab, floor slab, base slab and stair). The land sites including category 
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classification SD (soil medium), then the SDS values obtained are 0,602g and SD1 obtained 

are 0,372g, response modification factor (R) 5, the method of analysis earthquake load using 

static equivalent. Quality of the concrete used fc' 30 MPa, the quality of plain reinforcement fy 

240 MPa and threaded reinforcement fy 400 MPa. The thickness of slab is 15 cm form 1st floor 

until 7th floor, 12 cm for roof, and 20 cm for base floor. Initial structure dimensional of beam 

and ramp beam is 600/300 mm and initial dimension of joist beam is 500/250 mm. While for 

initial dimension of column are 700/700 mm. The planned base structure wearing pile 

foundation with depth of pile are 9 m. 

Keywords: building planning, intermediate moment resisting frame, parking structure 

1. PRELIMINARY 

1.1 Project Background 

Congestion is a situation or circumstance stagnated or even interruption of traffic caused by 

the large number of vehicles exceeding the capacity of the road. Congestion happens in the big 

cities, belongs to Surakarta, which is one of the big city in Java, especially in Beteng area as a 

trading center. There are many vehicles in the parking lot that were not sufficient, so the 

parking lot is diverted on the street. It becomes a problem when the Batara Kresna Train passes. 

So, to return the road to its function in the Beteng area planned building parking eight 

floors with Intermediate Moment Resisting Frame (IMRF) method. 

1.2 The Problem Formulation 

Based on the project background described above, the problem formulation can be taken as a 

reference is: 

1.2.1  Increasing the need for accommodation facilities for private transport users. 

1.2.2  How to plan the structure of eight floor parking buildings resistant to the earthquake in 

Surakarta 

1.3 The Purpose of Planning 

1.3.1  This Design the parking lot of eight floors to provide facilities for private vehicle users 

1.3.2  Plan an eight floors parking structure in Surakarta that is strong against the earthquake 

by IMRF method 

1.4 Benefits of Planning 

Improvement knowledge of planning and provide experience in planning of earthquake 

resistant seismic parking structures, especially in the design of reinforced concrete structures 
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1.5 Scope of Limitation 

To circumscribe widening of the discussion this final project, the planning of the building is 

limited to the following issues: 

1.5.1  Standard used 

1.5.1.1 DRJD 1996, Technical guidelines for organizing parking facilities 

1.5.1.2 SNI-1726:2012, Endurance Earthquake Planning Procedures for Building Structures 

and Non-Building 

1.5.1.3 SNI-1727:2013, Minimum Load for Designing Building and Other Structures. 

1.5.1.4 SNI-2847:2013, Requirements for Structural Concrete Building 

1.5.2  Calculation and data to planned 

1.5.2.1 The structure of parking building eight floors with a partial ductile. 

1.5.2.2 Calculated structure includes roof, slab, stairs, beams, column and foundation. 

1.5.2.3 Quality of the concrete used fc' 30 MPa, the quality of plain reinforcement fy 240 MPa 

and threaded reinforcement fy 400 MPa. 

1.5.2.4 Thickness of roof slab taken 12 cm, floor slab 15 cm. and base slab 20 cm 

1.5.2.5 Initial column dimension 800/800 mm, beam dimension 600/300 mm, and joists 

dimension 500/250 mm. 

1.5.2.6 The height of the column, the 1st-7th floor is 3.20 m, the 8th floor is 3.60 m. 

1.5.2.7 The foundation type is pile foundation. 

1.6 Literature Review 

Planning of a building depends on the load acting on the structure. Loads that work on 

multilevel building structures are of two types: vertical and horizontal loads. The calculation 

of the vertical load includes the dead load and live load, the load can be determined with 

certainty in accordance with the function of the building. Conversely horizontal loads include 

wind loads and earthquake loads, the load can’t be determined with certainty, so in the building 

planning, both loads must be calculated, so as not to collapse when the building receives the 

maximum load.  

1.6.1 The concept of planning structure earthquake resistant building 

1.6.1.1  Ductility 

Building design earthquake resistant to the concept of building should be introduced the 

concept of ductility and design capacity in the building. In SNI-1726-2002, ductility is the 
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ability a structure building to any deviation see-elastic that a large repeatedly and toing due to 

load an earthquake over the earthquake that cause the first discharge, while maintaining 

strength and stiffness enough, so that structure stand, although is already under conditions on 

the approach of collapse. 

1.6.1.2  Plastic hinge 

According to SNI-2847-2013, the area is a long plastic hinge element of order which is 

expected to occur as a result of melting flexural displacement of earthquake design. When an 

earthquake happens, the structure will receive cyclic loading and in areas that have the greatest 

moments (usually at the end of the beam) tensile strain of reinforcing steel will be alternated 

for a negative moment on the top edge and positive on the bottom edge. If the tensile strain of 

reinforcing steel had melted, then the broken concrete will begin to crack. Such damage occurs 

in the plastic hinge design 

1.6.1.3  Concept design capacity 

The concept of design capacity is generally design where one of a breed of the structural 

components planned weaker than other components with a certain goal on the building of the 

especially building that uses moment resisting frame (MRF) as the main structure, structure 

beam will design poor than column structure or otherwise. 

1.7 System of Moment Resisting Frame (MRF) 

According to SNI-1726-2012, System of Moment Resisting Frame (MRF) is a structural 

system that basically has a space frame bearers in full gravity load and lateral load is borne by 

the frame through the bending mechanism. In general, System of MRF is a portal structure 

consisting of structural components (beams and columns) with connections between 

components in the form of rigid connection or fixed. Moment Resisting Frame (MRF) divided 

into three, namely Ordinary Moment Resisting Frame (OMRF), Intermediate Moment 

Resisting Frame (IMRF) and Special Moment Resisting Frame (SMRF). Ordinary Moment 

Resisting Frame (OMRF) is a portal with full elasticity or no ductility (μ = 1), while Special 

Moment Resisting Frame (SMRF).  is a portal with full ductility (μ = 5,3). The Intermediate 

Moment Resisting Frame (IMRF) is a portal with limited ductility (μ value between 1 and 5.3 

1.8 The concept of Load 

1.8.1  The definition of various types of loads 

1.8.1.1  Dead Load (D) 
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According to SNI-1727-2013 Article 3.1, dead load is the weight of all the construction 

materials of buildings attached, including walls, floors, roofs, ceilings, stairs, partition walls 

remain, finishing buildings and architectural components and other structural and 

serviceability of equipment installed others include heavy taps. The dead load is a static load 

that tends to have a constant load value on the time 

1.8.1.2  Live Load (L) 

According to SNI-1727-2013 Section 4.1, Live load is Expenses caused by users and 

occupants of buildings or other structures that do not include construction and environmental 

loads, such as wind loads, rain loads, earthquake loads, flood loads, or dead loads. 

1.8.1.3  Wind Load (W) 

Wind load is a load coming from wind pressure. Wind load is also affected by the height of 

the structure of the building and the location. Structures were likely exposed to greater wind 

loads. The structure is located close to the beach area or a flat area with wide spans are also 

exposed to greater wind loads. Wind load is a dynamic load, that is a load whose value can 

change over time. Specialized in this thesis, the wind load is calculated only on the planning 

and construction of the roof 

1.8.1.4  Earthquake Load (E) 

Seismic load is the load caused by ground vibrations. Ground vibrations happened because of 

a natural event, such as the earth's shifting plates or a volcanic explosion. Earthquake loads 

are dynamic loads which tend to be more complicated than other expenses 

1.8.2  Safety Factor 

The safety factor is the load value exaggeration or combined with a considerable anticipation 

the overload or uncertainty the strength of the structure (execution / manufacture of structures 

is not necessarily the same as the structure plan). 

Load factor is used as a security value if there is a load that exceeds the plan, as well 

as the combination of loading is a combination of several types of loads for predictable loads 

will occur together. It is set in the SNI-1727-2013 is as follows. 

1.8.2.1  1,4D 

1.8.2.2  1,2D + 1,6L + 0,5(Lr or R)    

1.8.2.3  1,2D + 1,6(Lr atau R) + (L or 0,5W)     

1.8.2.4  1,2D + 1,0W + L + 0,5(Lr or R)      
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1.8.2.5  0,9D + 1,0W        

1.8.2.6  1,2D + 1,0E + L        

1.8.2.7 0,9D + 1,0E        

With: 

D  = Dead Load. 

E  = Earthquake Load Maximum. 

L  = Live Load. 

Lr = Roof Live Load.  

R  = Rain Load. 

W = Wind Load. 

1.8.3  Response spectrum in Indonesia 

Earthquake response spectrum is a spectrum presented hearts forms graph / plot between period 

vibrating structure (T) opponent maximum responses for review a damping ratio and expenses 

certain earthquake. 

2. PLANNING OF METHOD 

2.1 Data planning 

Data planning for calculation of the structure as follows: 

2.1.1 The planned building structure is an eight floor parking with IMRF method in Surakarta 

2.1.2 The height of the column, the 1st-7th floor is 3.20 m, the 8th floor is 3.60 m. 

2.1.3 The specifications of the materials used concrete quality (f’c) = 30 MPa, steel quality (fy) 

= 240 MPa (plain reinforcement), steel quality (fy) = 400 MPa (thread reinforcement), column 

dimension 800/800 mm, beam dimension 600/300 mm, and joists beam dimension 500/250 

mm. 

2.1.4 The foundation type are pile foundation. 

2.2 Characteristic of Parking 

Criteria for planning and operation of parking facilities refers to the BSLLAK Director which 

includes: 

2.2.1  Building dimension : 76 m x 48 m 

2.2.2  SRP    : Passenger car class I with an area 2.3 m x 5 m 

2.2.3  Parking alley  : 6 m 
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2.2.4  Parking angle pattern : 90° 

2.2.5  Number of plots parking are 1st floor with 92 plot, 2nd -7th Floor with the number of 

placement 80 plot, 8th floor with 55 plot, total number are 627 plot. the position of the gate 

are two gates two-way (entry/exit) on the base floor. 

2.3  Planning Tools 

In planning the structure used in the form of a computer application tools to facilitate the 

work. Computer application using as follows: 

2.3.1  Software Microsoft Office 2018 

2.3.2  Software AutoCAD 2007 

2.3.3  Software Sketchup 2015 

2.3.4  Software SAP2000 v.15 

2.4  Design Stage 

The stages of planning structure in this final project is as follows. 

2.4.1  1st step : Collecting the data 

2.4.2  2nd step : Design the plan drawing 

2.4.3  3rd step : Planning roof, slab and stair 

2.4.4  4th step : Planning beams and columns 

2.4.5  5th step : Determining the adequacy of the dimensions of the beams and columns 

2.4.6  6th step : planning the foundation 

2.4.7  7th step  : drawing the construction. 

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

3.1  Roof Structure Design 

Based on result of calculation analysis, obtained roof structure design as follows: 

3.1.1  Purlin Profile that used is Lip Channel 100.50.20.2,3 with steel quality BJ 37, distance 

between purlin is 1,60 m. 

3.1.2  Truss construction gable frame using steel profile IWF 250.125.6.9 with steel quality BJ 

37, distance between trusses 4 m. 

3.1.3  Column gable frame using steel profile IWF 175.175.7,5.11 with steel quality BJ 37 

3.1.4  Connection of steel profile that used is bolt diameter 14 mm, the number of installed bolt 

is 6, with the thickness of plat is 6 mm. connection of steel profile to column of frame used 
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anchorage diameter 14 mm, the number of installed anchorage is 3, with the thickness of plat 

is 14 mm. 

3.2  Slab Design 

Table 1. Moment and reinforcement of slab design 

Slab type 
Moment needed 

Distribut 

reinf. 

Count 

Disribut 

reinf. 

Used 

Shear 

reinf. 

Count 

Shear 

reinf. 

Used 

Moment 

design 

(kN.m) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (kN.m) 

  

Mlx(+) = 3,674 D10-107 D10-100 - - 20,579 

Mly(+) = 3,674 D10-117 D10-100 - - 18,882 

Mtx(-) = 9,099 D10-107 D10-100 D8-167 D8-150 20,579 

Mty(-) = 9,099 D10-117 D10-100 D8-167 D8-150 18,882 

  

Mlx(+) = 5,162 D10-107 D10-100 - - 20,579 

Mly(+) = 3,412 D10-117 D10-100 - - 18,882 

Mtx(-) = 11,636 D10-107 D10-100 D8-167 D8-150 20,579 

Mty(-) = 9,886 D10-117 D10-100 D8-167 D8-150 18,882 

  
Mlx(+) = 3,248 D10-107 D10-100 - - 20,579 

Mly(+) = 1,804 D10-117 D10-100 - - 18,882 

Mtx(-) = 7,054 D10-107 D10-100 D8-167 D8-150 20,579 

Mty(-) = 5,610 D10-117 D10-100 D8-167 D8-150 18,882 

  

Mlx(+) = 1,033 D10-107 D10-100 - - 20,579 

Mly(+) = 0,197 D10-117 D10-100 - - 18,882 

Mtx(-) = 2,042 D10-107 D10-100 D8-167 D8-150 20,579 

Mty(-) = 1,403 D10-117 D10-100 D8-167 D8-150 18,882 

  
Mlx(+) = 1,860 D10-141 D10-125 - - 12,429 

Mly(+) = 1,860 D10-158 D10-125 - - 11,135 

Mtx(-) = 4,606 D10-141 D10-125 D8-209 D8-200 12,429 

Mty(-) = 4,606 D10-158 D10-125 D8-209 D8-200 11,135 

  

Mlx(+) = 1,033 D10-107 D10-100 - - 20,579 

Mly(+) = 0,197 D10-117 D10-100 - - 18,882 

Mtx(-) = 2,042 D10-107 D10-100 D8-167 D8-150 20,579 

Mty(-) = 1,403 D10-117 D10-100 D8-167 D8-150 18,882 

  
Mlx(+) = 1,860 D10-141 D10-125 - - 12,429 

Mly(+) = 1,860 D10-158 D10-125 - - 11,135 

Mtx(-) = 4,606 D10-141 D10-125 D8-209 D8-200 12,429 

Mty(-) = 4,606 D10-158 D10-125 D8-209 D8-200 11,135 

  

Mlx(+) = 11,205 D14-152 D14-150 - - 37,279 

Mly(+) = 11,205 D14-165 D14-150 - - 34,175 

Mtx(-) = 27,746 D14-152 D14-150 D8-125 D8-125 37,279 

Mty(-) = 27,746 D14-165 D14-150 D8-125 D8-125 34,175 
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Mlx(+) = 15,740 D14-152 D14-150 - - 37,279 

Mly(+) = 10,405 D14-165 D14-150 - - 34,175 

Mtx(-) = 35,482 D14-152 D14-150 D8-125 D8-125 37,279 

Mty(-) = 30,147 D14-165 D14-150 D8-125 D8-125 34,175 

  Mlx(+) = 17,608 D14-152 D14-125 - - 44,477 

Mly(+) = 9,782 D14-165 D14-125 - - 40,753 

Mtx(-) = 38,239 D14-146 D14-125 D8-125 D8-125 44,477 

Mty(-) = 30,413 D14-165 D14-125 D8-125 D8-125 40,753 

  Mlx(+) = 17,608 D14-152 D14-125 - - 44,477 

Mly(+) = 9,782 D14-165 D14-125 - - 40,753 

Mtx(-) = 38,239 D14-146 D14-125 D8-125 D8-125 44,477 

Mty(-) = 30,413 D14-165 D14-125 D8-125 D8-125 40,753 

Table 2. Reinforcement and construction design moment of stairs. 

Section 

Moment 

needed 

Moment 

design 

Distribut 

reinf. 

Count 

Distribut 

reinf. 

Used 

Shear reinf. 

Count 

Shear reinf. 

Used 

(kN.m) (kN.m) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) 

U
p

p
er

 s
ta

ir
 

S
tr

in
g

er
 

Left  -17.741 34.661 D12-205 D12-100 D8-225 D8-225 

Middle 15.306 29.775 D12-206 D12-100 - - 

Right -30.153 34.661 D12-116 D12-100 D8-225 D8-225 

B
o

rd
es

 Left  0.000 - - - - - 

Middle -9.404 15.790 D12-343 D12-200 D8-225 D8-225 

Right -17.741 18.233 D12-205 D12-200 D8-225 D8-225 

B
o

tt
o

m
 s

ta
ir

 

S
tr

in
g

er
 

Left  -17.741 34.661 D12-205 D12-100 D8-225 D8-225 

Middle 15.306 29.775 D12-206 D12-100 - - 

Right -30.153 34.661 D12-116 D12-100 D8-225 D8-225 

B
o

rd
es

 Left  0.000 - - - - - 

Middle -9.404 15.790 D12-343 D12-200 D8-225 D8-225 

Right -17.741 18.233 D12-205 D12-200 D8-225 D8-225 

3.3  Main Structure Design using  IMRF 

3.3.1  Beam Dimension and Installed Reinforcement 

Table 3. Dimension and Reinforcement of Beam 

Beam 

dimension 
Position  

Distribute Reinforcement 

upper Under 
Inside 2h Outside 2h 

n.Dx n.Dx 

600/400 

Left 8D22 3D22 4dp10-125   

Field 2D22 4D22   2dp10-250 

Right 8D22 3D22 4dp10-125   
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500/300 

Left 4D22 2D22 4dp10-100   

Field 2D22 3D22   2dp10-200 

Right 4D22 2D22 4dp10-100   

3.3.2  Column Dimension and Installed Reinforcement 

Table 4. Dimension and Reinforcement of Column 

Column 

Dimension  

Longitudinal 

rebar 

Stirrup 

Inside Plastic 

Hinge 

Outside Plastic 

Hinge 

700/700 14D22 2dp10 - 150 2dp10 - 150 

3.4  Foundation Design 

The bottom structure consists of pile foundation and sloof 

3.4.1  The pile is used with a round diameter of 500 mm, a pole length of 9 m. 

3.4.2  Pile cap is used with main reinforcement D25-125, and shear reinforcement D22-125 

3.4.3  Sloof Reinforcement Installed 

Table 5. Dimension and Reinforcement of Sloof 

Sloof 

Dimension 
Position 

Longitudinal  Stirrup 

Rebar 
Inside Plastic 

Hinge 

Outside Plastic 

Hinge 

450/250 

Left 3D22   2dp10 - 175 

Middle 2D22 2dp10 - 95    

Right 3D22   2dp10 - 175 

4.  CLOSING 

4.1  Conclution 

After calculation of the whole structure in planning of eight floors parking structure with 

intermediate moment resisting frame (IMRF) in Surakarta obtained gable frame using profile 

IWF 250.125.6.9 and column gable frame using steel profile IWF 175.175.7,5.11 with distance 

trusses 4 m, dimension of beam and ramp beam are 600/400 for 1st floor to 7th floor, 500/300 

mm for 8th floor, the dimension of joist beam are 500/250 mm for all slab, while for column 

obtain the dimensions 700/700 mm, base structure wearing pile foundation with specifications 

concrete piles diameter of 500 mm and allowable axial load is 169 Ton, at a depth of 9 m, with 



 

 

dimensions pile cap obtain 3600x3600x1200 mm with 9 poles, and the plan of sloof dimension 

obtain 450/250 mm. 

4.2  Suggestion 

As for some suggestion for working on this planning of final project; 

4.2.1  The use of calculating tools (such as SAP2000 software) needs to be done by mastering 

the knowledge of the use of the software as well as sufficient engineering knowledge in the 

hope of minimizing errors in its use 

4.2.2 The process of modeling the structure, loading and retrieval of SAP2000 application 

output results should be done carefully and thoroughly. The output of the internal force 

obtained should be validated as needed with the conventional method to ensure the output is 

correct.  

4.2.3  Earthquake location input in the puskim application should use coordinates to produce 

a more accurate location. 

4.2.4  Data collection of land should be in accordance with the location of planning to produce 

more maximal calculation  

4.2.5  Not only strong, the structure of building must look beautiful and safe to the surrounding. 
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